Forest landscape aesthetic quality model (FLAQM): A comparative study on landscape modelling using regression analysis and artificial neural networks
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Abstract: Today, the landscape aesthetic quality assessment is more technical and quantitative in environmental management. We aimed at developing artificial neural network (ANN) modelling and multiple regression (MLR) analysis approaches to predict the perceptual aesthetic quality of forest landscapes. The methodology, followed in this paper, can be divided into six distinct parts: (i) selection of representative study sites, (ii) mapping of landscape units, (iii) quantification of naturalness indicators, (iv) visibility analysis, (v) assessment of human perceptions, (vi) ANN and MLR modelling and sensitivity analysis. The results of ANN modelling, especially its high accuracy ($R^2 = 0.871$) in comparison with MLR results ($R^2 = 0.782$), introduced the forest landscape aesthetic quality model (FLAQM) as a comparative model for an assessment of forest landscape aesthetic quality. According to sensitivity analysis, the values of livestock density, tree harvesting, virgin forest, animal grazing, and tree richness were identified as the most significant variables which influence FLAQM. FLAQM can be used to compare the classes of aesthetic quality of forests.
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Landscape management is looking for maximizing the efficiency of the resource allocation, so non-market values of the landscape (aesthetic quality) are precisely considered (Franco et al. 2003). As a case in point, Hyrcanian forests, in a series of watersheds administered by the Forests and Rangelands Organization of Iran, provide highly desired scenic and recreational potentials. Similarly, aesthetic value, proper climate and recreational attractions of forest landscapes, such as Hyrcanian forests, have the potential to sustain the ecotourism industry of the country. Therefore, managers and stakeholders consider aesthetic quality assessments as an inevitable aid (Ribe 2009).

Regression analysis as one of the traditional methods has been applied in the model generation (Chopra et al. 2014; Nuruddin et al. 2015). Multiple regression (MLR) analysis is a statistical technique to determine the relationship between independent and dependent variables. The accuracy of regression models increases considerably by using MLR while it decreases when the independent variables increase (Chopra et al. 2014). In these complex cases, nonlinear and dynamic modelling techniques like artificial neural networks are employed for the development of accurate complex probabilistic models (Intharathirat et al. 2015). The objective of this study is to compare the classical regression method with a multilayer perceptron artificial neural network for aesthetic quality assessment of the forest landscape. We aimed at developing a probabilistic model to predict perceptual aesthetics quality of forest landscapes using objective criteria.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study area. The study area is covered by 3,000 ha of broadleaf forests (36°30′30″N to 36°32′30″N latitude and 51°40′00″E to 51°41′30″E longitude). This region has been influenced by grazing for more than 30 years. The forest landscape is diverse, consisting of harvested and virgin forests, settlement areas (villages in the background), animal breeding areas, rocky hillsides and bodies of water [sea (in the background), rivers and springs]. Hence, today managers are looking for new methods for forest landscape aesthetic assessment for recreational and multiple-use planning.

Methods. The methodology, followed in this paper, can be divided into six distinct parts. First of all, we mapped representative study sites in the Hyrcanian forests. Secondly, we determined the necessary input maps to create landscape units (LSUs). Thirdly, naturalness indicators in each LSU were calculated based on forest land uses. Fourthly, we conducted a visibility analysis to determine the visible areas which are seen from each LSU using GIS (Version 9.3.1, 2009). Then the visible area was intersected with the LSU map. Fifthly, to assess human perceptions, we carried out a perception survey to model perceived aesthetic quality values in each LSU based on the visiting time which has been clarified in a subjective approach. Finally, in the sixth step, we related the perceived aesthetic quality values to LSU features by regression and artificial neural network (ANN) model to predict aesthetic quality for any LSU.

Mapping. Firstly, LSUs were created in the region considering ecological characteristics of land and forest land uses. The maps of ecological characteristics and forest land uses were intersected to produce a new map with boundaries of some classes [classes of altitude, slope, aspect, mean of annual temperature (°C), mean of annual precipitation (mm), canopy density (%), harvesting, animal breeding, and virgin forest land uses]. The aim was to assess how users prefer some land uses more than others subjectively, so the work developed on landscape preferences which focused on user-based judgment for various land uses like some other studies (Carvalho-Ribeiro, Lovett 2011). Hence, the study area was divided into 130 LSUs with various landscape features (i.e., different landscape aesthetic quality).

We recognized naturalness as a continuous indication of the degree of disturbance by the humans. Some naturalness indicators were calculated in each LSU: ecological characteristics [i.e. tree diversity, trees abundance (total number of individuals (N) per hectare), dominant tree diameter (cm), dominant tree height (m)] and man-made infrastructures [i.e. animal husbandry (N), livestock density (N per hectare), length of road (m), length of trail (m), log depot area (m²)].

Landscape tree diversity index was chosen based on de Groot et al. (2010), which highlighted the relevance of structural diversity for scenic beauty. Shannon index (H) was calculated in every LSU to quantify tree richness, as Eq. 1:

\[
H = -\sum_{i=1}^{s} p_i \ln p_i,
\]

where:

\[p_i = \frac{N_i}{n/N}.
\]

Visibility analysis. Some land covers, outside or inside the forest boundaries, may be seen from LSUs which are analysed using digital elevation models and land cover maps. Visibility analysis was conducted to locate the determined visible land covers which were seen from each LSU, using GIS. Digital elevation models and land cover maps which are usually available for most areas in Hyrcanian forests, and comparable satellite-based data which exist for many regions worldwide, were used to prepare input data.

Subjective approach. To investigate results of aesthetic quality assessment, we asked visitors to make a tour in 130 LSUs based on the individual perception of aesthetic quality in the forest. Some forest landscapes in LSUs with different aesthetic quality are illustrated in Fig. 1. All participants visited each LSU in similar light and atmospheric conditions. They freely chose the scenic area to pass 8 hours (as visiting time of a day) of a tour. The spent time in each LSU was defined as the time that each participant spends only to visit the beauty components of landscape subjectively. Indeed, the walking time to pass through the LSUs was not included in the visiting time. Tours were planned in the same season (summer 2017). We considered that visitors pass more time in LSUs with the higher aesthetic quality of landscape because there are no recreational or time-consuming facilities in the LSUs. Indeed, we recorded the spent time in LSUs as their aesthetic quality. On the other hand, we let all...
participants know the aim of the research, so they just spent the time based on subjectively perceived aesthetic quality of the landscape. Furthermore, we recorded personal data such as age, gender, and professional qualification.

The selection of participants is also a problem because their professional and social backgrounds may influence their preferences. On the other hand, we should make sure that visitors pass the time in LSUs based on the aesthetic quality of landscapes. To cover this problem, we selected participants who are entirely familiar with the study area and let them know that they should pass their time in more scenic landscapes. The participants were selected in three societies which contain forest stakeholders: forest managers and experts, and local natives (non-specialists). In total, 1,000 individuals participated (400 stakeholders, 300 regional experts, and 300 non-specialists). The group of stakeholders was composed of forestry project employees (100), wood product contractors (50), local farmers (50), and representatives from administrations with ecologists’ background (80), geologists’ background (40), and politicians’ background (30). Scientists and planners represented the group of experts from forest management (20), forest economy (20), forest ecology (100), forest engineering (100), water resources management (30) and hydrology (30). The group of non-specialists was a heterogeneous group of people who are not familiar with the assessment of landscape aesthetics. The ratio of males to females was 65% to 35%, who were in a broad range of ages (20–70 years of age).

22 influential variables on the forest landscape aesthetic quality (FLAQ) were chosen as the inputs of our research based on correlation results. 22 important variables, which were recorded for each LSU, were divided into three subsets: (i) ecological variables: altitude, slope, aspect, temperature, precipitation, tree richness, trees abundance, dominant tree diameter, dominant tree height, and canopy density, (ii) management variables: harvesting, virgin forest, animal husbandry, animal grazing, log depot, length of road, length of trail, and livestock density, (iii) landscape view variables: river view, sea view, settlement and village view, and rocky hillside view.

**MLR analysis.** 22 independent explanatory variables were used to predict FLAQ. To avoid any possible bias in the selection of test set individuals, we randomly divided total samples (130 LSUs as 130 samples) into two subsets. Training data subset contained 80% of total samples (104 LSU samples), and test data subset contained 20% of total samples (26 LSU samples).

**ANN model.** ANN has recently been developed for quality control, pattern recognition, data mining and it is known as one of the main tools in ecological modelling (Boillereaux et al. 2003). ANN, as a computing tool, includes many interconnected processing elements which are only aware of signals. Indeed, an ANN is capable of learning from samples, using transfer functions between neurons and specific learning algorithm in the structure of a computer program (Jahani et al. 2016). Hyperbolic tangent, sigmoid tangent, and linear transfer functions were used to optimize the performance of the neural network (Jahani 2019). The backpropagation learning algorithm was used to calculate derivatives of performance concerning the weight and bias variables $X$.

To do an evaluation, we randomly divided total samples (130 LSUs as 130 samples) into three subsets. Training data subset contained 60% of total samples (78 LSU samples), validation data subset contained 20% of total samples (26 LSU samples).
contained 20% of total samples (26 LSU samples), and test data subset contained 20% of total samples (26 LSU samples).

**Model Selection.** To design the structure of feed forward and back propagation network, a program was developed in MATLAB software (Version R2013b). To evaluate the performance of the designed ANN, four different statistical indicators were used: mean squared error – MSE (Eq. 2), root mean squared error – RMSE (Eq. 3), mean absolute error – MAE (Eq. 4) and coefficient of determination – $R^2$ (Eq. 5) (JAHANI 2019):

\[
MSE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2
\]

where:
- $y_i$ – actual values,
- $\hat{y}_i$ – estimated values,
- $n$ – number of observations.

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2}
\]

\[
MAE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |y_i - \hat{y}_i|
\]

\[
R^2 = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \bar{y}_i)^2}
\]

where:
- $\bar{y}_i$ – mean of actual values.

Sensitivity analysis was conducted to rank forest landscape aesthetic quality model (FLAQM) variables considering the significance of each variable in the model output.

**RESULTS**

In this research, two predictive models, i.e. MLR and ANN model, were investigated to compare results in FLAQ prediction.

**MLR model**

In this research, all data were randomly divided into two subsets for MLR analysis. Using 80% of total samples (104 samples), we calculated constant coefficients of the regression equation while the summation of square errors was minimized. After that, the prediction operation was performed on test data – 20% of samples (26 samples). Eq. 6 was applied to predict the FLAQM:

\[
FLAQM = -27.303 \times \text{LsD} - 19.134 \times \text{Ha} + 31.137 \times \text{RV} + 28.325 \times \text{TR} + 22.463 \times \text{VF} + 40.904
\]

where:
- LsD – livestock density,
- Ha – harvesting,
- RV – river view,
- TR – tree richness,
- VF – virgin forest.

Statistical indices were calculated to estimate the MLR model’s accuracy in prediction of FLAQ, and the results are presented in Table 1. In Fig. 1, the relationship between target and predicted FLAQM by MLR model has been plotted using a linear regression model.

**ANN modelling**

The characteristics of LSUs, as input variables, and FLAQ as outputs, were summarized in the MATLAB software to design the most accurate structure of ANN. The collected data of 130 LSUs were used to train the feedforward neural networks. The recorded data contain 22 variables of LSUs as input data sets in the designed ANN and FLAQ as output data sets. Considering the highest value of $R^2$ in all data (Table 2), the best topology of ANN is (22-8-8-1)-MLFN (multi-layer feed-forward network) for FLAQM, which means 22 variables as inputs, 8 neurons in the first hidden layer, 8 neurons in the second hidden layer and 1 neuron in the output layer. The logsig transfer function was used by the hidden layers and the output layer.

The scatter plot will be applicable to illustrate the correlation between variables (FLOTT 2012). Fig. 2 shows the scatter plot of ANN output versus target

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance measures</th>
<th>Set</th>
<th>All data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.565</td>
<td>0.586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>0.492</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MSE – mean squared error, RMSE – root mean squared error, MAE – mean absolute error
(observed) values of the FLAQM for training, validation, test, and total data. Considering $R^2$, the correlation between the ANN output and target values of FLAQ is relatively high.

Fig. 3 compares the real and simulated values of FLAQ in the training, validation, test data set and all data. A meaningful and distinctive agreement between real and simulated values is illustrated in Fig 3. Considering the results of the different designed structure of ANNs, FLAQM with the higher value of $R^2$, makes a more accurate correlation between inputs and outputs. So, FLAQM, using 22 forest

Table 2. The performance measures of the best artificial neural networks in the test phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function activation</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Test set</th>
<th>All data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>MSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logsig-logsig-purelin</td>
<td>LM</td>
<td>22-8-8-1</td>
<td>0.797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logsig-purelin</td>
<td>GDM</td>
<td>22-24-1</td>
<td>0.796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tansig-tansig-purelin</td>
<td>BFGS</td>
<td>22-14-14-1</td>
<td>0.817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logsig-purelin</td>
<td>CGB</td>
<td>22-14-1</td>
<td>0.757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tansig-tansig-purelin</td>
<td>GDA</td>
<td>22-16-16-1</td>
<td>0.809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tansig-tansig-purelin</td>
<td>CGP</td>
<td>22-17-17-1</td>
<td>0.737</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Fig. 2. Scatter plots of output versus target forest landscape aesthetic quality values by artificial neural network: training data set (a), validation data set (b), test data set (c), all data (d)
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Fig. 3. Real and simulated forest landscape aesthetic quality values by artificial neural network: training data set (a), validation data set (b), test data set (c), all data (d)
landscape characteristics, as model input variables, can be a more accurate model for the assessment of forest landscape aesthetic quality. Eqs. 7 and 8 are proposed as FLAQM in forest ecosystems:

\[ f^j (\text{net}_i) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-\text{net}_i + T)} \]  

(7)

where:
\( \text{Ynet} \) – sum of weighted inputs for PE\(_{ki}\),
\( \text{PE}_{ki} \) – processing elements (PE) or neuron,
\( j \) – layer number,
\( i \) – neuron number,
\( T \) – threshold value.

\[ \text{FLAQM} = \text{purelin} \left[ \text{logsig} \left( \sum LW_{ji} \left[ \text{logsig}(\sum IW_{ki} + b_i) \right] + b_j \right) \right] \]  

(8)

where:
\( LW_{ji} \) – layer weights,
\( IW_{ji} \) – input weights,
\( p_i \) – input signals,
\( \Sigma b_j \) – biases.

The main application of FLAQM is to predict FLAQ based on landscape features. As an environmental decision support system tool, FLAQM is applied for decision-making on landscape management in forest ecosystems to reduce the forest landscape degradation.

**Sensitivity analysis of FLAQM**

For the sensitivity analysis, each input variable was withdrawn while not manipulating any of the other variables and then the FLAQM was trained for every pattern. According to results in Fig. 4, the share of each input variable of the developed FLAQM in desired output can be realized clearly. According to the sensitivity analysis, the values of livestock density, tree harvesting, virgin forest, animal grazing, and tree richness have been identified as the most significant variables which influence FLAQM (Fig. 4).

Considering trends in Figs 5a, d, livestock density and animal grazing in the landscape are negatively correlated with landscape aesthetic quality, so in the landscapes with cattle grazing activity the time consumption for recreation by visitors decreases. Considering trends in Figs 5b, c, harvesting and virgin area land uses are correlated with aesthetic quality of the landscape. The trend changes positively between harvesting and the spent time by visitors as aesthetic quality of the landscape increases. According to Fig. 5c, virgin forest lands, belonging among the forest land uses, in particular, are positively correlated with landscape aesthetic quality. Results point out to a high correlation between forest landscape aesthetic quality and forest land uses.

According to Fig. 5e, tree richness, as one of the naturalness indicators, in particular, is positively correlated with landscape aesthetic quality. Results prove a positive correlation between landscape aesthetic quality and tree richness in forest landscapes.

The sensitivity analysis result is applied for the management of forest landscape aesthetic quality. LSU management, based on forest landscape characters with a higher value in the sensitivity analysis, helps managers to take a decision on forest project actions to protect the aesthetic quality of forest landscape and its benefits.
DISCUSSION

Accordingly, our modelling approach combined a quantitative assessment of the aesthetic quality of forest landscapes with a perception-based method to investigate human perceptions of scenic beauty. FLAQM provides a framework for clearly analysing how objective criteria of forest landscape will result in beholders’ preferences subjectively. The results of ANN modeling, especially its high accuracy \( R^2 = 0.871 \) in comparison with MLR results \( R^2 = 0.782 \), introduced FLAQM as a comparative model for an assessment of forest landscape aesthetic quality. FLAQM was designed for forest managers or other decision-makers and stakeholders to compare the LSUs in a forest ecosystem based on landscape quality and classify them for forest planning and support decisions.

The sensitivity of FLAQM recognized the tree richness as one of the naturalness indicators, highly correlated with landscape preferences. So, the sustainability of forest landscape management depends on maintaining the landscape tree richness quality in a sustainable forest management project. Diversity indices and mainly the Shannon index is the most frequently used index in landscape quality assessment (Plexida et al. 2014). As we found, Dramstad et al. (2006) explored a positive correlation between landscape preferences and Shannon index values. De La Fuente De Val and Mühlhauser (2014) proved a positive impact on visual quality in denser vegetation landscapes and a negative one in open vegetation landscapes. Vries et al. (2012) indicated that people preferred landscapes with natural structure and settings more than landscapes with human activities and impacts. Of all the variables, the sensitivity analysis of FLAQM found a strong correlation between FLAQM output and forest land uses such as animal grazing, harvesting, and virgin forest. Animal grazing by local people and wood harvesting by government institutions are known as two main human activities.
in forest management and utilization in Hycranian forests. Considering results and human perceptions, we declare in LSUs where animal husbandry is located in landscape or the primary land use is wood harvesting or animal grazing, the forest landscape aesthetic quality decreases to not interesting landscape. Carvalho-Ribeiro et al. (2013) declared that landscape physical components completely influence subjective landscape dimensions. As we found, they also suggested that land use would be taken as an essential asset for describing the landscape.

Our approach adopts a structured analysis of the aesthetic quality of forest landscapes, which is fostering the landscape quality protection. The results of research proved the capability of ANN in the quantification of forest landscape aesthetic quality after forest project implementation. In this way, FLAQM, as an environmental decision support system in the hands of decision-makers, quantifies the landscape aesthetic quality of temperate broadleaf forests in response to the forest project activities and landscape structure, and it helps to find the most scenic LSUs for planning forestry activities.
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